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[AFM]
Elspeth Tavares
Publisher & Editor in Chief 

COMMENT

In the current economic climate we can either throw up our
hands in despair, or we can soldier on and grasp every oppor-
tunity, find new ways of working and new fields to furrow. As

independents we have been on this journey before. Those of us
somewhere between 30-100 with the experience, knowledge, and
sheer determination and will are not about to let a little item like a
few billion dollars set us off course having invested several years
of blood sweet and tears. So if we take a realistic take on what the
current situation is about, it's GREED - plain old-fashioned greed -
that has been the curse of 'man' since Eve took the apple from
Adam. Or was it the other way around? Our society has exercised
greed on so many levels that it's hard to know where to even begin.
How does one justify a 400 million dollar BONUS?! How does one
justify spending 2 million dollars on a ONE-day birthday party?!!!
How does one company justify making an 11 billion dollar PROF-
IT?! PROFIT that is reaped after it has paid ALL expenses for its
staff of over 81,000 worldwide,(as at 2007) running its tankers
worldwide, refining the product, and distributing the product
WORLDWIDE.
There is something WRONG with that picture!!! 

The fact is those 'instances' are not 'isolated.' Somewhere the
greed of that 'individual' or company has to be accounted
for. Yes, we live in a capitalist society, but it's a society that

has eaten away the very foundation of the good virtues it was built
on. Somewhere an 8 year-old kid in the Philippines, India or China
has contributed to that 400 million, that 200 million, that 11 BIL-
LION - the wealth of the 'company' or 'individuals' that supports
such imbalance. 

ALL of us really ARE connected. We cannot take 40-minute
showers in London, Paris or Rome, and not realize that
global warming is robbing us of the ability as 'a human

family' to survive on this planet. We cannot order food that we
leave on our plates and not be conscious that when that one 'singu-
lar' action is multiplied 6 million times it dramatically compounds
the profligate waste of food and resources within our society.  

When we apply these thoughts to film, the GREED of the
major companies over the years is cannibalizing the
very distribution channel they so GREEDILY protect-

ed, robbing independent companies of 'overages' and, more to the
point, the 'distribution channel' lifeline. Independent companies
today have options! Those options now available due to the rapid-
ly emerging technology already give filmmakers the ability to dis-
tribute over the internet, and as the technology refines and provides
workable and feasible business models, more independents will
have the ability to distribute their films and get their product seen.  

The dynamics are simple. If one million people view a film
on the Internet and pay the filmmaker just two dollars, that's
a good return on investment for a small film. The trick is to

find a way to marry all the components to make that a reality. (And
the tech geeks will do that sooner than we can say 'Jack Robinson'!)
GREED has brought society to this point of economic debacle,
whether one is a consumer or a provider! Are we going to stop
making films that will be shown in the movie theatre, an experience
we cannot replicate at home? NO! But in the current climate, with
a contained global depression, more people will confine them-
selves to their homes instead of spending the $40 it takes to go to a
movie. Taking advantage of VOD and pay per view via technology
and the 'screens' on their computers or televisions has become a
simple, more accessible and immediate alternative. 

Society at large is contriving in the main to keep 'the popula-
tion'   confined in their homes with the prevalence of vio-
lence and mayhem in the streets. Are we living in a 'battle

zone'? 'Yes' and 'no.' The 'battle' is for the preservation of humani-
ty. The 'zone' is the 200-odd companies that control most of the
wealth worldwide and whose singular determination is the preser-
vation of THEIR 'status quo' regardless if it means robbing the
planet of its precious non-renewable resources!!! No matter that it
is 'An Inconvenient Truth'!! The 'battle zone' occurs when educat-
ed individuals deliberately rob those less educated of their rights to
equality as recently witnessed in Nevada USA on the matter of the
Latino community's ability to exercise their rights to vote for whom
they choose.

Let us ALL grab back our humanity by the simple action of
reaching out and touching another human being. That
'touch' has so many dimensions. You want 2 million for the

movie? Why can't we settle for 1.8, 1.7, or 1.6, so that we can all
benefit from a piece of the pie? As an independent and an enlight-
ened Capitalist, the singular factor I have puzzled with over the
years, is why rate a commodity at 10 million and then sell it in
tough times  for 200 only thousand? What is wrong with that pic-
ture? SHORT TERM GREED!! 

Recently I had the pleasure of being among a group of very
savvy, intellectually stimulating, 'good' and enlightened
individuals at a home in Los Angeles. Izhak, I am with you

on the environment. I think your organic recycled shoes made from
banana skins and orange peels need closer examination before we
slide into oblivion and strip away what is left of our morality.
Folks, you first read about this future invention right here within
the enclave we call  'the independent film community' - that place
where each practice our own individual brand of  'independent
thinking' to the 'audience' of society at large.

Oy Vey! Are We Really Heading For Disaster?
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Buyers Zipped By Zip-A-Gang

Animation and children's program-
ming is a global business worth sever-
al billion dollars including the lucra-
tive ancillaries of merchandising and
licensing. At the recent MIPCOM Jnr,
over 1143 programs were presented
including among them Zip-A-Gang
from Shanghai based Dream Tube
Entertainment. The production gar-
nered a great deal of interest from
several large European companies
due to three main factors: the charac-
ters are life-size and reminiscent of
the Muppets, the 'concept' lends itself
to further exploitation in the revenue
chain, and the merchandising is new,
fresh and innovative. It was the sec-
ond time Dream Tube Entertainment
had attended the event, and this year
opted to take a booth. Tommy Tam,
co-producer of Zip-A-Gang, said,
“We were very pleased with the inter-
est that the one completed episode
sparked at MIPCOM. Italy, France,
Brazil, Denmark, Sweden, UK, and
Germany all expressed great interest,
and viewed the screeners with enthu-
siasm. Our object was to make a foot-
print and statement of the product,
which we feel was accomplished.” 
The concept behind Zip-A-Gang is a
bunch of mischievous rascals who
live beyond the Milky Way, on the
planet Zip, in the Zip-A-Ville hamlet
of Zip-A-Town. The Zip-A-Gang
live, eat, and breathe in a fantasy

world of zippers. Doors, roads, and
even their teeth zip and un-zip. They
travel their Zipper world in Zip-A-
Subs or Zippelins. Merchandising is
where the tie-ins with major retailers
have an exponential value, and Zip-
A-Gang's combination backpack,
sleeping bag, and picnic blanket,
complete with zipper pockets in a
protective holder, has the right appeal.
Harry Du Young co-producer was a
man set on the game plan to make
MIPCOM aware that Zip-A-Gang
had landed in their Zippelins at MIP-
COM. To that end he canvassed the
corridors demonstrating the innova-
tive combo backpack and made this
comment: ”We brought to the show
three proto-types of the backpack
characters in Zip-A-Gang, and all
received a lot of attention, especially
from women who wanted to know
where they could get them for their
kids. So it was a very productive mar-
ket.” In July of 2008, Dream Tube
Entertainment attended The 2nd
China International Animation,
Cartoon & Game Festival, in
Shanghai and within its exhibition
space set up almost the entire Zip-A
Town, including the Zippelins and
Zip-A-Submarines.
Zip-A-Gang is executive produced
and directed by John Wong, who is
also Dream Tube Entertainment's
CEO. Wong commented: “As an offi-

cial exhibitor in this our second year
at MIPCOM, the product benefited
from the 'store front' exposure. I was
very pleased with the response we got
from the interested buyers, and the
company is now gearing up and pro-
ducing other episodes. We also had
considerable interest from companies
because of our studio facilities in
China wanting to co-produce a num-
ber of projects” 
Dream Tube Entertainment in late
October re-located to specially built
studios where the life-sized sets and
miniatures co-exist. Zip-A-Gang,
Zip-A-Subs and Zippelins are trade-
marks of Dream Tube Entertainment. 
John Wong is CEO of Dream Tube
Entertainment, a company within the
CN Creations division of the
Chungnam Group, a Hong Kong
based company that traces its origins
back over 70 years. The Late Mr. &
Mrs. Chong Ching Um founded the
Group in 1935. During that time, The
Group's exposure included Hong
Kong based export manufacturing,
trading and marketing, for SE Asian
countries. During the 1980's China's
open door policy enabled the Group
to concentrate more on manufactur-
ing and embark on the development
of precision engineering. Meanwhile,
the Group has another retail and dis-
tribution company, KTS, for house
wares, shoes and bedding. To main-
tain a leading manufacturing position,
during the 90's the Group began
investing into technology and hard-
ware for critical processes. Towards
the millennia, in-house research and
development resulted in a break-
through with different patents being
filed and with these proprietary rights
the Group's capabilities have been
further strengthened. 
The Group is headquartered in Hong
Kong and employs approximately
7,000 people worldwide. The Group
has a very focused structure operating
with two platforms, manufacturing
plus technology and retail plus distri-
bution.

Arclight
Snags
Gabrawy

Marrakech Honors Weaver & Yeoh

Will The Whale in Zip-A-Gang 

Festival International Du Film De
Marrakech kicks off November 14-
22 2008 with tributes to Egyptian
and Moroccan cinemas. In addition
this year's Festival honors
Sigourney Weaver and Michelle
Yeoh and screens a number of films
that highlight women as timeless
heroines. Also, in keeping with the
festival's global dimension, the fes-

tival will honour the director Andrei
Konchalovsky and 'Russia' through
his eyes. Europe will also be cele-
brated, with a tribute to British
Cinema and a retrospective of over
fifty iconic British films. Festival
International Du Film De
Marrakech is under the high patron-
age of his Royal Highness King
Mohammed VI.

Sigourney Weaver   Michelle Yeoh 
Mike Gabrawy

Producer and former Constantin
Film production executive, Mike
Gabrawy, has been named Head of
Production for Arclight Films. 
Gabrawy will be based in Los
Angeles and will oversee develop-
ment and production of the compa-
ny's slate of 8-10 in-house produc-
tions per year, including coordinat-
ing Arclight's international produc-
tions in Europe, Australia and Asia.
Arclight managing director Gary
Hamilton, said, “We are aggressively
expanding our production activities,
and Mike's experience and energy
complement our plans, particularly
in the area of big productions that we
are now developing with major part-
ners. I am delighted he is working
with us.”
Gabrawy's producing credits include
All You Need, Stealing Time, and
the controversial political documen-
tary Running With Arnold narrated
by Alec Baldwin, which was
released earlier this year by Red
Envelope Entertainment. At
Germany's Constantin, he was
responsible for acquiring and devel-
oping the Sony PlayStation game
Resident Evil, which became Sony
Screen Gems highest grossing film
for the year it was released. He also
actively developed several other
Constantin projects including film
adaptations of the comic-book clas-
sics Fantastic Four and Silver Surfer.

New projects Gabrawy will be
involved with at Arclight are the film
adaptation of Top Cow comic-book
property Witchblade with Platinum
Studios, to be directed by Michael
Rymer; Stan Winston's last creature
creation, Speed Demon; and Kaare
Andrews' supernatural thriller
Altitude.  
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Lightning Entertainment debuts at
AFM and has available to buyersthe
crime drama thriller La Linea star-
ring Andy Garcia and Ray Liotta.
Richard Guardian Co-President
commented, "'La Linea is filled with
layered and flawed characters, all
with their own agendas as they seek
some form of clarity and purpose.
Avoiding the clichés of a
narcotics/assassin action film, La
Linea delves deep into the psyche of
the people who are trying desperate-
ly to make some sense of their exis-
tence before it is too late. We're
excited for the buyer response at the
AFM.” In addition to Garcia and
Liotta, the La Linea all-star cast
includes Esai Morales (Fast Food

Nation), Armand Assante (American
Gangster), Bruce Davison (X-Men
2), Jason Connery (Velocity),
Michael DeLorenzo (A Few Good
Men), Joe Morton (American
Gangster), Valerie Cruz (Nip/Tuck),
Jordi Vilasuso (The Lost Cit), Danny
Trejo (Con-Air), Kevin Gage (Blow)
and Gary Daniels (The Legend of
Bruce Lee).  La Linea is produced by
R. Ellis Frazier and Geoffrey G.
Ross.  Frazier also wrote the screen-
play, which was directed by James
Cotten (Sugar Creek). The deal was
negotiated by Lightning Senior Vice
President of Acquisitions Joseph
Dickstein and Guardian with the pro-
ducers represented by Alexis Garcia
of the Endeavor Agency.  The nego-

tiation of domestic rights lies with
The Endeavor Agency. 
Based in Santa Monica, Lightning
Entertainment is a distribution com-
pany involved in worldwide distribu-
tion and licensing of independent
film product, as well as acquisitions
and co-productions.  Helmed by
Richard S. Guardian and Rich
Goldberg, Lightning brings 10-12
films to the marketplace every year.
Current Lightning titles include Jada
Pinket Smith's The Human Contract,
Forever Strong, The Shortcut from
Leomax Entertainment and Adam
Sandler's Happy Madison
Productions; Hey Hey, Its Esther
Blueburger; and Anamorph starring
Willem Dafoe.
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David Shoshan, President of
Imageworks Entertainment
International, has acquired the
rights to the best selling novel
Stolen Identity by renowned novel-
ist Roman Frister. A best seller in
Israel and Poland, the film is a co-
production joint venture with Askon
Studio in Poland. Shoshan com-
mented: “This is a great story! I
have been working on this project
for a number of years. My passion
and hobby in life is making films
and this is a movie I am very excit-

ed to make.” The script based on the
book tells the story of Isaac
Liebman, a Jewish Holocaust sur-
vivor who steals the identity of a
missing Polish citizen and gains the
power and love denied him as a Jew,
only to discover that his stolen iden-
tity belongs to a Nazi collaborator
who is being hunted by the authori-
ties. Stolen Identity is scheduled to
shoot in Poland the second quarter
of 2009. Casting is currently under-
way for director and A-list talent.
Stolen Identity is executive pro-

duced by David Shoshan, and pro-
duced by David Shoshan and Askon
Studios. Worldwide distribution is
through Imageworks Entertainment
International. 
As a producer and screenwriter,
David Shoshan has produced close
to thirty films, many of which have
received domestic and international
awards. Shoshan's writing credits
include the psychological thriller
Final Move. He founded
Imageworks Entertainment
International in 1995.David Shoshan

European Film Market (EFM) for
2009 has expanded to include exhibi-
tion offices at the Marriott Hotel on
Potsdamer, in addition to the Martin-
Gropius-Bau (MGB). Further brand-
ing the EFM www.efm-berlinale.de is
the new website for industry buyers
and sellers to get the latest information
on the European Film Market as well
as the Berlinale Co-Production
Market. EFM Director Beki Probst
commented: “We are delighted that the
EFM has found an excellent new home
in close proximity to the Martin-
Gropius Bau (MGB). With the two
venues we will be able to satisfy the
growing interest at the Berlinale
Market. The new branded web pres-
ence will be a further help to the

growth of the EFM”.
The new website offers practical infor-
mation about the EFM and Berlinale
Co-Production Market including atten-
dance lists, listings for all films
screened at the Market and updates.
Registered EFM participants with a
Market Badge or EFM Screening Pass
will be able to log in for exclusive
access to detailed company informa-
tion on the various buyers and
exhibitors, the films they represent,
and an up-to-date screening schedule.
With an EFM account, you can also
access on-line film registration, as well
as daily planning and scheduling dur-
ing the Market.
The EFM's Marriott location will be
concentrated on two floors: on the first

floor, participants will find the
Marriott Stands situated opposite the
three EFM screening rooms (Marriott
Studios 1 - 3), and the new EFM
Marriott Offices will be based on the
second floor. The Marriott Hotel
expanded space includes a café,
lounge and internet stations. “It is a
great pleasure for us to support the
growth of the EFM with the new exhi-
bition space and we are glad to be able
to offer our Market participants two
highly attractive locations,” remarked
Berlinale Director Dieter Kosslick.
The EFM Shuttle Service will include
a new stop, directly in front of the
Marriott, bringing guests to all EFM
venues.

Beki Probst

Imageworks Acquires Rights To
Frister Best Seller Stolen Identity 

Garcia & Liotta Takes The La Linea Front Line 

European Film Market Expands To Marriott
& Introduces Branded Dedicated Web Portal

Andy Garcia
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A record of 67 countries, including
first-time entrant Jordan, have submit-
ted films for consideration in the
Foreign Language Film category for
the 81st Academy Awards.
The 2008 submissions include
Afghanistan, Opium War, Siddiq

Barmak, director; Albania, The
Sorrow of Mrs. Schneider, Piro
Milkani and Eno Milkani, directors;
Azerbaijan, Fortress, Shamil
Nacafzada, director; Bangladesh,
Aha!, Enamul Karim Nirjhar, director;
Belgium, Eldorado, Bouli Lanners,
director; Brazil, Last Stop 174, Bruno
Barreto, director; Bulgaria, Zift, Javor
Gardev, director; China, Dream
Weavers, Jun Gu, director; Czech
Republic, The Karamazovs, Petr
Zelenka, director; Egypt, The Island,
Sherif Arafa, director; Georgia,
Mediator, Dito Tsintsadze, director;
Greece, Correction, Thanos
Anastopoulos, director; Hong Kong,
Painted Skin, Gordon Chan, director;

India, Taare Zameen Par, Aamir Khan,
director; Iran, The Song of Sparrows,
Majid Majidi, director; Israel, Waltz
with Bashir, Ari Folman, director;
Jordan, Captain Abu Raed, Amin
Matalqa, director; Korea, Crossing,
Tae-kyun Kim, director; Lebanon,
Under the Bombs, Philippe Aractingi,
director; Lithuania, Loss, Maris
Martinsons, director; Morocco,
Goodbye Mothers, Mohamed Ismail,
director; Palestine, Salt of This Sea,
Annemarie Jacir, director; Portugal,
Our Beloved Month of August, Miguel
Gomes, director; Russia, Mermaid,
Anna Melikyan, director; Singapore,
My Magic, Eric Khoo, director; South
Africa, Jerusalema, Ralph Ziman,

director; Turkey, 3 Monkeys, Nuri
Bilge Ceylan, director; Ukraine,
Illusion of Fear, Aleksandr Kiriyenko,
director; United Kingdom, Hope
Eternal, Karl Francis, director; and
Venezuela, The Color of Fame,
Alejandro Bellame Palacios, director.
Nominations for the 81st Academy
Awards will be announced on
Thursday, January 22, 2009, in the
Academy's Samuel Goldwyn Theater.
The Academy Awards for outstanding
film achievements of 2008 will be pre-
sented on Sunday, February 22, 2009,
at the Kodak Theatre at Hollywood &
Highland Center®, and televised live
by the ABC Television Network in
more than 200 countries worldwide.
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Gordon Chan ( Right ) 
director of Painted Skin

Continuing its global footprint to
bring digital and 3D viewing to
audiences worldwide, IMAX
Corporation (NASDAQ: IMAX;
TSX: IMX) and Group of
Companies Triumph, a media, enter-
tainment and film production com-
pany in the Ukraine, agreed to add
to the company's roll-out of
IMAX(R) theatres in the country.
Kinokompaniya Triumf, which
already had a deal to install two
IMAX theatres in the Ukraine, has
signed on for a third theatre to be
installed in Kharkov in 2011, with
an option for a fourth theatre to be
installed in the capital city of Kyiv.
The deal is part of an overall
increase in European exhibitor inter-
est in the IMAX business, fueled by
the introduction of IMAX's new dig-
ital projection system. Andriy
Shpyg, General Director of Group
of Companies Triumph commented:
"Our new IMAX theatre in Kyiv has
already delivered impressive results
with extremely happy customers as
well as strong ticket and concession
sales, and now we're very excited to
expand with more IMAX locations.

After just 20 days of operation, we
sold 17,000 IMAX tickets at a pre-
mium price. 
The elimination of film prints and
the reduced start up capital required
for IMAX's digital projection sys-
tem makes the IMAX business even
more attractive as we work towards
expanding our IMAX and multiplex
network in the Ukraine.""The
IMAX brand continues to get
stronger in new markets internation-
ally, thanks to partners like Group of
Companies Triumph," said IMAX
Co-Chairmen and Co-CEOs
Richard L. Gelfond and Bradley J.
Wechsler. "We're very pleased with
the impact that our digital projection
system has made on exhibitor inter-
est in Europe, and we look forward
to continued growth in the region."
IMAX's digital projection system
delivers The IMAX Experience The
system can run both IMAX and
IMAX(R) 3D presentations. 2008
release of IMAX films include:
Madagascar 2: Escape 2 Africa -
DreamWorks Animation, and 
The Day the Earth Stood Still -
Twentieth Century Fox

Ukraine Increases
IMAX Theatres

Filmmakers From 67 Countries Compete For 
The Coveted Oscar At 81st Academy Awards

PRODUCT PROFILE

MonteCristo Entertainment headed by Michael Taverna is handling
sales on ZIFT Bulgaria's selection to the Academy Awards' Foreign
Language Film, 2009. Among the rave reviews - Liv Ullman/actress,
director/ Chairman of the Jury at 30th Moscow International Film
Festival 2008:  “We cannot give major award to all of the films even
if we liked them; we have to make a choice. The Bulgarian film was
incredible.  This is a debut, fantastic cinematography, just fantastic
film.” Stanislav Nikulin, KinoMania: “Formula for the success of
ZIFT could look like this - Jean-Pierre Melville + Guy Ritchie +
Quentin Tarantino.  Gardev created postmodern noir in the frame-
work of sots-realism…  There is a real chance a new star of the
European cinematographic to be born…

ONLINE DAILY DURING AFM 2008
www.thebusinessoffilmdaily.com/afm2008
Contact Elspeth@Thebusinessoffilm.com
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Inaugural 
Diamond In The Raw 

Foundation 
Stuntwoman’s Awards  Luncheon

At the first Diamond in the Raw Foundation Stuntwomen's Award Luncheon, the room was filled with some of the best stunt people in the
business, including Nancy Thurston, Conrad Palmisano, Shauna Duggins, Ted Barba, Paula Dell, Bob Minor, and Sandra Lee Gimpel to
name a few. Rarely recognized, especially the women, the Stuntwomen's Award gives recognition to these individuals who are the hid-

den key asset to every movie worldwide. Master of Ceremonies were Jessica Holmes (News Anchor for KTLA Morning News) and AL B… Sure!
(Music Award winning, R&B Artist, and Radio Personality.  The Awards were nominated by the stuntwomen at large and voted on by a voting
committee of stuntwomen. The Gem Award was given to Brad Martin; Mentorship award went to legendary Stuntwoman Paula Dell; Nancy
Thurston received both the Jewel Award and Stuntwoman of the Year award. Honoree for Diamond In The Raw Award was Shauna Duggins;
Dare2Be Different Award went to Lisa Leslie; Linda Hamilton received the Action Icon Star Award; Special Achievement Award went to Mim
Leder. Sonja Davis received posthumously the Gone But Not Forgotten Award presented by Angela Bassett to her grandson Aderon Davis, and
the Helen Gibson Award was given to Sandra Lee Gimpel. Presenters included Paige Hurd, Carolyn Hennsey,  April Weeden-Washington and
Susan Savage. The Capoeira Batuque dancers enthralled the crowd with their engaging dance routine. Capoeira Batuque blends martial arts,
music, dance and more, and is a project of the Brasil Cultural Center, whose mission is to foster cultural citizenship and community building
through arts education. LaFaye Baker and Jadie David are the Founders of The Diamond in the Raw Foundation. Members of the Board of
Directors of the Diamond In The Raw Foundation include Alicia Burnett, Carrie Henley, La Tanya Harris and Stacy Pyles. Emmy award winning
producer and filmmaker Romell Foster-Owens who produced the event is also a member of the Board. www.diamondintheraw.com
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Mr & Mrs Fitzpatrick & 
Piggley Winks The Unlikely 
Journey To Global Success

The scene is the grand lounge Carlton
Hotel, Cannes, France -Saturday the
11th September 2008. MIPCOM Jnr

started the Pitching Sessions which have
evolved into a highly attended aspect of
MIPTV and MIPCOM Jnr where experi-
enced executives act as Monitors and coor-
dinate the networking opportunities of
approximately 10 people around individual
tables. Different tables pertain to the dif-
ferent parts of the puzzle that is the busi-
ness of Film & Television, which at MIP-
COM also strategically includes licensing,
merchandising and New Media. The
“pitching session” around a round table has
begun. The 'Mentor' is Maria from Zinkia,
a Spanish based company, and she is show-

ing the group, including myself and
Francis Fitzpatrick, how to pitch a new
animation product. Her bible - the flyer,
the script - are all as impeccable as her
presentation. One senses this is the profes-
sional way it is done: resources are spent in
an efficient and effective way. I observe
that Francis is glued to the “pitch” and
when it finishes Maria asks the participants
who they are. One of the participants is
from France, and it is her first time at
MIPCOMJnr pitching an animation show
on which she has a broadcaster and distrib-
utor attached; two others from Australia -
their first time also at MIPCOM Jnr - are
inspired by the Hit Australian show “H20”
and have a live action series for teenagers,

which is in development, similar to the
“Hit Show”. It's now Francis' turn and he
explains that he previously pitched a
show about an Irish Pig, which is now an
international pre-school series, and that
he is attending MIPCOMJnr now 11 years
later pitching a similar show called The
Salties - a pre-school series. Suddenly the
French girl exclaims much to the conster-
nation of 'the nice monitor' Maria that
Francis is an icon in the TV business
world. I note that Francis is suitably
embarrassed, but nonetheless somewhat
elated, and The Business of Film seized
the opportunity to strike up a conversa-
tion with the 'Great Man'

THE BUSINESS OF FILM: Mr. Fitzpatrick,
may I call you Francis? I was intrigued with
the response you received at the table. I too
remember Piggley Winks. In an industry
where so many projects are trying to get off
the ground, how did Piggley Winks surface?
What was special about  it? 

FRANCIS FITZPATRICK: You know, when
that lovely lass spoke of me as an icon I was
actually thinking 'Some icon - it nearly cost
me my livelihood'. Bankruptcy beckoned,
and lawyers who become bankrupt can't
practice law. I couldn't pay my mortgage,
everything was on the line. If only she knew
what you have to do to bring a product
Global. It all started one day as I arrived
home from my law offices. I was a young

lawyer with two kids, Klaragh aged five and
Daniel 18 months. My wife Denise met me
at the door with a twinkle in her eye and
exclaimed, “Francis, you're the best sales
man in the world!” I answered, “Sweetheart,
I'm a small time lawyer. I've never sold a
thing in my life.” She responded, “You sold
me your dream - I married you! Now I want
you to sell an idea I have about an Irish Pig
that tells stories to 70 million Irish
Americans through Television.” I didn't
believe I was hearing this and suggested
that Denise needed a holiday, a stiff gin and
tonic, and/or a Valium. Over the next three
months Denise exercised the carrot and
stick approach and packed my bags and I
landed at MIPCOM Jnr in October 1997.
There is an old Chinese proverb “the longest

journey starts with the first step” and the
first step for us was arriving at MIPCOM
Jnr. The market was strange and exciting,
somewhat similar to the tag that attaches to
my favourite football team “Manchester
United” whose home stadium is known as
“The Theatre of Dreams”. That, I firmly
believe, is what each and every market pres-
ents to all independents who are one hit
show away from success. How did Jakers an
animation series for 4-7 year olds, that went
on to win 9 Emmy Awards, a BAFTA and
other international awards, happen? Well, it
was a combination of a 'great idea', lots of
luck, a little bit of magic and persistence,
persistence, persistence. No matter what

Animation has long been established as a key component in television programming pro-
duced in the main by independent companies worldwide. Largely due to the ongoing suc-
cess of  Disney's animation feature films and companies like Pixar, animation for the big
screen has now become a mainstay as a theatrical feature and the opportunity of watching
animation on the big screen is now an accepted norm. Thus, in the corridors of distribu-
tion companies worldwide, many now have a dedicated Animation Feature Film  division.
The appetite for the product both on the small and the big screen has grown  exponential-
ly, and once a Brand has imbedded itself firmly in and on the small screen and is very suc-
cessful, it wants to grow up and  feature on the big screen with  the  attendent  licensing
and merchandising further enhancing the theatrical revenue streams. How does an ani-
mated idea such as The Piggley Winks grow from a small drawing to become Jakers, a
worldwide phenomenon in 64 countries generating substantial revenues for a company?
The Business of Film at the recent  MIPCOM Jnr fell 'into conversation' with Francis
Fitzpatrick, co-creator of  Piggley Winks Jakers.

Continued on page 8

Francis Fitzpatrick
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bad news fell our way, and along the way
there were many insurmountable objects,
when we were knocked down we just picked
ourselves up, dusted ourselves off, and
resolved that one day our “Irish Pig” would
make it global. We had other major battles,
too many to recount, but our passion for our
“idea” was limitless, as it had to be.

TBOF: One can imagine that there must
have been many many obstacles, but might
there be one or two that going into the proj-
ect you could not have anticipated even with
your limited knowledge of the TV business?

FF: We encountered many problems. For
example, in order to pay for the "series
pilot", we needed to spend $4,000 a week
for 10 weeks - money that we didn't have
and worse still monies that no bank would
lend to us. We needed to discard our dignity
and phone the three F's: friends, fools and
family. Friends were hard to come by, but
we did manage to find at least 2 who were
willing to loan us some monies for a short
period. Fools were not that foolish - there
were no takers on that score. It was family
that saved the day. Short-term loans from
family members provided the desperately
needed income. We also did receive some
monies from Enterprise Ireland, which cov-
ered travel costs and enabled us to attend
MIPCOM Jnr.
The most difficult thing was trying to juggle
the day job of being a lawyer with the cre-
ative and business side of bringing the idea
to commercial reality. There are no excuses
that you can use to a Client who shows up
for legal advice and finds that there are
drawings and cutouts of 'cartoon characters'
around the office. It was all a bit surreal,
however it was explained away as just
another Client's case - this Cartoon stuff.
Sleep was at a premium and 18 to 20 hour
workdays were a regular feature in our
house during those years. Bills remained
un-opened and paid only as a last resort,
these included tax, utilities, insurance etc.
Groceries, other than necessaries, and
clothes were seen as luxuries. It was a
fraught time, but looking back, there was no
other way. The first option agreement we
signed was after MIP Asia in Singapore. A
UK Company liked the concept so much
that they optioned the idea. We were
thrilled. Someone outside our fan club of 2
believed we had a product that could make
it! The company Cascade, part of the major

UK Advertising Group SMG, fell into finan-
cial difficulty and returned our option, and
we once again owned 100% of nothing.

TBOF: At this point you must have been
pretty despondent. What was the catalyst
that turned everything around?

FF: We met and retained a USA Agent
based out of New York: Len Giarruputo.
Len was thoughtful, insightful and most of
all kind and considerate, which together
with his professionalism meant that intro-
ductions were obtained to “WLIW21 New
York”. We pitched the idea to them and the
team led by Terrel Cass accepted that we
had the bones of a good idea. However we
needed to obtain the Investment of circa £7
Million to make a 26 x 22 series. We pre-
pared a business plan, with our financial
advisers detailing the idea, market, likely
cost of production, cost of
sales/marketing/advertising and most
importantly the revenue model. My knowl-
edge of the TV business was a little rudi-
mentary, however we really were passionate
that we had a great idea: a pig that could
connect with kids and launch a global
licensing and merchandising success. I read
voraciously about animation, licensing and
merchandising in preparing the business
plan and at the end of the day, believed in
our idea and, more importantly, convinced a
group of private equity investors based out
of London to believe that it had substance
and should be supported.

TBOF: How did you hook into the
investors? Is there a pool? A newsletter?
Just simply friend of a friend?

FF: Finding the investors was tough.
Industry companies, venture capital funds,
acquaintances, friends - they were all
pitched. In the end, the investment came
through a combination of arms-length and
some friends of friends.
The other avenues of funding available to
us, which are available to most companies
in Europe/Canada/Australia, are a combina-
tion of tax based funding and film assis-
tance funding, and probably worldwide
most countries have schemes that support
media production. In Ireland the areas we
examined were the following:
(a)Sec. 481: Tax Based Funding - Up to
18-20% of the Budget can be obtained
using this mechanism.
(b)Media Funding: The European
Commission provides 12.5% funding
based on certain criteria for Animation. 
(c)Irish Film Board: Provides “soft-loan
financial aid”, which needs to be repaid.
(d)Distribution Advance: An International
Distributor, if sufficiently interested, can
make an advance of between 10-20% of
budget, depending on anticipated
Broadcaster appeal.
(e)Broadcaster Funding: Should a broad-
caster be attached then a fee for co-pro-
duction and/or Acquisition can be
accessed.
(f)Toy Company: The major toy compa-
nies such as Hasbro/Mattel have in the
past made licensing/merchandising
advances, and once again this is broad-
caster dependent.
Having examined the funding options open
to us, our Investors, were keen to move
quickly with the Project and indicated that
their preference would be to invest private
equity. We set up an Irish Corporation called
“Entara Limited” - meaning “Entertainment
Tara” - where we live and where the idea
was spawned. Our Investors invested in the
Corporation and we transferred our intellec-
tual property in the project into this corpo-
ration, which became the vehicle that ulti-
mately brought the series through produc-
tion and out into the global market.

TBOF: An important factor is the writing.
How did you find the writers? Did you go
through many? Did you hit it off at once?

Salties - will it become another Jakers?
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Was it hard to find the balance you wanted
and desired, and do the same team of writers
still write the stories? 

FF: We ourselves did the writing for the pilot,
as we couldn't afford a scriptwriter. This was
good and bad: good as we were eating, living
and sleeping the project, bad because an experi-
enced writer would have been a great objective
asset. Once the investors came in, a number of
experienced writers were hired for the series.

TBOF: In putting together the funding was it a
benefit to have Ireland's status as a tax haven for
writers?

FF: Ireland offers tax-free income from "writ-
ing fees" to the Artist and this was of consider-
able help. However television revenues alone
do not entirely pay for expensive animation
projects and the shortfall in funding, it is hoped,
can be made up by Licensing/Merchandising
contracts.

TBOF: Clearly the money from licensing/mer-
chandising etc takes a while to get rolling. Are
there any lessons here for the novice?

FF: Licensing and Merchandising monies take
time to negotiate. Even where an advance is
obtained, learn to budget without it, and when
it comes in, be very relieved. With Jakers, a
pre-sale to a major Network when we were
seeking funding was worth approximately
$100,000 tops where-as an acquisition was
worth possibly $20,000. So once the calculator
was taken out and the Territories assessed as to
what likely Revenues they would provide, we
had a reasonable idea as to a likely return on
investment, and what we could legitimately
put into our investors' business plan. Looking
at the figures now, and taking them from TBI
then, the figures we were banking on were
$30,000 per episode from France, Germany
and Italy $20,000, Pan-Scandinavia $8,000,
Spain $8,000. We had figures for the worth of
the Global TV market, being around £2.1
Billion per annum with North America
accounting for approximately 40 percent,
Western Europe 33 percent and Asia 22 per-
cent. Worldwide there are some 423 children's
channels, so there were plenty of buyers out
there if we could make our series.

TBOF: We have seen over the years how the
ancillary markets have grown, and as new
media emerges they continue to proliferate.
How big is the market today?

FF: While TV remains one of the strongest
platforms used when targeting the con-
sumer, the ancillary markets, which
are/were vital to the Project, such as
video/DVD, licensing and merchandising
also offer the potential for significant rev-
enue for intellectual property rights owners
(we and our investors). We also included
some significant statistics relating to the
children's and family entertainment market
which are set out below, and which we
updated for our recent projects:
(a)The US remains the largest entertain-
ment and media market in the world, pro-
jected to rise by 6.1per cent and to reach
US$660 billion by 2008. 
(source: PwC Global Entertainment and
Media Outlook 2005-2009 - June 2006)
(b)The Global Home Entertainment mar-
ket is forecast to increase by 11 per cent
to US$52 billion by 2010. 
(source: Understanding and Solutions
October 2006)
(c)Children aged between three and
eleven in the US had a combined purchas-
ing power of US$18 billion in 2005 and
this is projected to rise to US$21.4 billion
by 2010. 
(source: The Kids market in the US from
market research publisher Packaged Facts,
WorldNCreen.com - May 2006)
(d)The US market for TV broadcasting is
forecast to grow by 27.9 per cent from
2004 to 2009 to reach a total of US60.4
billion. 
(source: Euro monitor - January 2006)
(e)The UK and DVD retail market was
worth £23 billion in 2005 of which some
£285 million related to the children's
video and DVD market. 
(source: BVA Yearbook 2005)
(f)Global product licensing generated
approximately £180 billion in retail sales
in 2005. In the UK £2 billion was generat-
ed in retail sales in the year to September
2005 with entertainment and character
licensing being the largest segment,
accounting for approximately £840 billion
of sales at retail. 
(source: License Industry Annual Report
October 2006 and Broadcast - March 2006)
(g)Global consumer spending on comput-
er games and entertainment software
reached US$27 billion in 2005 and is fore-
cast to reach $46 billion in 2010, an 11.4
per cent compound annual increase.
(source: PwC Entertainment and Media
Outlook - June 2006)

(h)Global consumer/end-user spending
will increase from US$944 billion in 2005
to US$1.3 trillion in 2010, growing by 6.8
per cent. Compounded annually. (source :
PwC Global Entertainment and Media
Outlook - June 2006).
Looking back, all those years ago, we
dreamed big, but prepared hard and spent a
significant amount of our time “working on
the business of raising investment” prior to
“working in the business of production”.
One of the key decisions that we made along
the way was to convince our equity
investors to hire a well known successful
studio in Los Angeles, Mike Young
Productions, to make the series. The Studio
had a series of successes under its belt
including the mega hit on US TV “Clifford
the Big Red Dog”. Mike Young and his team
were a pleasure to work with and we believe
their contribution and that of Crest in India
to whom some of the production was out-
sourced are the real heroes in the story.
They created an Emmy award winning ever-
green series and fulfilled our dreams. 
Francis lives in Skryne, County Meath,
Ireland with his wife Denise and six chil-
dren and concentrates on Television and
Media partnerships/IP consultancy. Contact
details fitzlaws@gmail.com

• Humanitas Award Children's Animation Category for
“The Gift” Written by Sindy McKay, Dennis Haley &
Marcy Brown (2007)

• Humanitas Award in the Children's Animation
Category for “Waking Thor” Written by Kelly Ward
and Cliff McGillivray (2005)

• Emmy Award for Outstanding Children's Animated
Program (2006)

• Emmy Award for Outstanding Performer in an
Animated Program (2006)

•  Emmy Award for Outstanding Achievement in Music
Direction & Composition (2005)

• Emmy Award for Individual Achievement in
Production Color (2005)

• Emmy Award for Individual Achievement in
Production Design (2004)

• Emmy Award for Individual Achievement in
Storyboarding (2004)

• Bafta Awards for Best Animated Series in the
International Category (2005)

• Gold Hugo Award in the Animated Series Category
(2005)

•  Silver Hugo Award in the Animated Series Category
(2004)

• Webby Award for PBS/Jakers! Website (2005)
•   Parents' Choice Silver Honor Award in the Television

Category (2004 & 2006)
• Genesis Commendation Award from the Humane

Society of the United States (2004)
•  New York Festivals Gold World Medal Award in the

Animation category for Youth/Young Adult Programs
(2006)

• Prix Jeunesse Web Prize Winner (2004) 

A w a r d s  f o r  J a k e r s
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The Magic Of Music That 
Underpins & Lifts A Film

The Business of Film: How long have you
been in the film business? And how and why
did you start out writing music? Did you
study it at University or are you self-taught?

CHRIS BARNETT: Music has always been
very important in my life. There has always
been an inner soundtrack accompanying the
different periods and events that occurred
around me. I played the drums at school and
worked as a DJ after it, but never considered
music as a career until I had left and began
an engineering apprenticeship After my first
year of training, I worked in an office with
a singer who was trying for a record deal
and we spent our whole time discussing
music. That's when I began to think about
music more seriously as a career, but being
unsure of which direction to take, I fumbled

around with trying different things. For a
few years I spent time in different recording
studios assisting a record producer on Top
40 chart music, writing songs and singing
backing vocals. When the recession hit the
UK, engineering work was thin so I decided
to study piano full-time as I was self-taught
up till then. For the next 9 years I totally
immersed myself in composing and per-
forming jazz, classical and ethnic music. I
played jazz around London, took degrees in
composition, ethnic music and film compo-
sition, and spent a semester in Ohio
researching the music and culture of Native
Americans. I was 'adopted' by a Native
American Elder who taught me a great deal
and allowed me to participate in a very spe-
cial healing ceremony.
Once I completed my academic training I

went back to the school of the real world
where I had to learn how to find work!

TBOF: When you are composing a piece,
how do you go about it? Is it important to
read the script? Or do you just need a treat-
ment?

CB: Once I'm hired, I prefer not to read the
script. A script can be very different from
the completed film and can lead me astray.
The film may also have different needs that
may not be obvious in script form.
There are times, however, when a director
wants an opinion, or by reading the script,
I'm able to get a feel for the film if I'm to
write a piece 'on spec' or for an accompany-
ing website. I once read a script for a film I
was doing and, for the few months that the

Music is one of the most important elements in a film, but how does a young composer get a break? London based
Chris Barnett (pictured above) has been composing music for many years. He has composed music for the award
winning, BAFTA nominated, A Cock & Bull Story, amongst other independent movies, particularly from Europe
with foreign themes. While there are productions filming in the UK on one level, there is a lack of productions in
the independent sector. So how does a music composer break into feature films, and more important, where does
he or she 'network' to connect with the filmmakers? Chris Barnett has an impressive music portfolio. The chances
are, if you have visited London and taken a ride on the Observation Wheel, Barnett's music has accompanied you
on that journey. The Business of Film talked to Chris Barnett about living and working in the UK and how he has
managed to continue in his passion until opportunities come along for him to get more into the mainframe.
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film was being put together, I mentally com-
posed the score, thinking: “I'll do this here
and that there.” When I saw the finished
film, it was almost completely different
from the script. I had a huge challenge men-
tally to start afresh given the lack of time. It
was a good lesson.When beginning a score I
spend the first few days watching the film
over and over, living with it to get inside.
The director and I would have already
watched it a couple of times with plenty of
discussion and note taking. I need to rely on
my initial feelings on first viewing because
these tell me where the film works and
where it doesn't. This is important because
once I've seen it 2 million times, it's easy to
lose all perspective on that. Then I simply
go about my normal day mulling it over, try-
ing out themes until I get it. Usually the per-
fect ones come when I least expect it - when
I'm sleeping, or paying the cashier for my
cornflakes. Once I have the themes, I com-
pose the film.

TBOF: Do you compose electronically and
which are the main elements you like to
use? If you had a choice to compose a piece
for a real orchestra rather than electronical-
ly would that be exciting? And do you think
that orchestral music is preferable?

CB: I use my piano, notation, and music
software when composing. I work in differ-
ent ways, depending on the type of project
and the deadline. Sometimes, I'll write
straight into the notation software and print
parts for the musicians. At other times I may
compose straight into the music software.
For the most part I blend electronic with
live instruments. I usually have to be cre-
ative in finding ways to get big orchestral
sounds and I think, as a composer, that's an
important skill to have. I would love to hear
my music played by 100 musicians. That
would be awesome! Very exciting! I enjoy
working with musicians and conducting
them but whether it is necessary or not
depends on the project for the most part
and/or whether the project can afford one. If
so, it's definitely preferable. 

TBOF: What are you influenced by most
when composing?

CB: I'm most influenced by the subject mat-
ter, character or 'essence' of the film and the
needs of the director. The latter is important
as it's difficult to translate his/her emotion-

al and 'wordy' interpretations to music. I try
to write themes that set the tone, the loca-
tion, the characters etc first. This is the most
challenging and can take up a lot of time.
Scoring the themes to a picture is compara-
tively fairly easy and quick, but finding the
tone, instrumentation, and the 'soul' of the
film can take weeks. There are times when a
particular scene doesn't work the way the
director intended and so we discuss how
music might help. Aside from film, I write
music about life and events that have
touched me in some way. I maintain a
healthy interest in many different things
from music to bird watching to politics
because sometimes these influences help me
translate a director's idea or actor's emotion
into music. I've written music about the
deaths of Princess Diana and Jill Dando, the
Lebanon crises of a couple of years ago, the
UK floods - things and events that affect me
in a particular way and I try to get my feel-
ings into the music, as I would in a film
score.

TBOF: Is composing one kind of score for
a film, say
a drama, easier than a thriller?

CB: Finding new creative ways in which to
score genre music is always a key challenge
so to say that it's easier to score one genre
over another is not really my way of think-
ing. I also believe that whilst the first job of
the score is to serve the film, it should
endeavor to be art in its own right, to be
able to stand alone, which is why the themes
are so important. Having said that, through
experience and audience expectation, I
know that 'the music will be rhythmic in this
scene because the hero is being chased' or
that the music for drama tends to be subtle,
felt rather than heard, and maybe under dia-
logue. There is a comfort in knowing these
things but, to be honest, it doesn't really
make it any easier. I still have to find that
instrument which gives me the perfect emo-
tional color and doesn't clash with that
actor's voice.

TBOF: How important is the music overall
in a film? Can you give an example of a
composer(s) you like and explain a film
where you think he(they) has used the music
to particular effect?

CB: Music is the soul of the film. When I
close my eyes and hum the chariot scene of

Ben Hur, the romantic music of Spartacus,
the Road To Perdition and Malcolm X
themes, I'm immediately transported into
the world and scenery of those movies. It's
so powerful. I've worked with directors who
have worried about one or two things in a
film and who have been moved to tears
when they've heard the music I've composed
for them, because suddenly that scene now
works the way it was intended. Conversely,
a good film requires very little music. I
think the ideal is for music to be used spar-
ingly so that when it does come in, it makes
a big, even if subtle, impact. Sometimes this
is not possible, but for me it's the ideal. 
I love Quincy Jones, Terence Blanchard and
Bernard Herrmann, the composers' compos-
er. He scored Psycho in 'black and white' to
match the film using only a string orchestra,
which was, I believe, unprecedented. Also,
the effect that he used in scoring the shower
scene is well documented, the musicians
bowing downwards to create that 'stabbing'
effect. Most recently I've been admiring
John Powell's Bourne scores. In one Bourne
Identity scene, the character climbs down
the face of a tall building whilst escaping
from the police. Suffering from amnesia, he
doesn't know why he's being chased, who he
is, or what skills he has. Up till then he's
been acting purely on instinct and sublimi-
nal training. He climbs down this huge
snow-covered building in the freezing cold
and Powell captures the mood superbly with
very sparse plucked strings and bass (I
think), providing the feeling of Bourne
doing something extremely dangerous and
to himself unknown and surreal.

TBOF: The independent film industry in
the UK is practically non-existent. How
have you managed to find work?

CB: I often ask myself that question! Yeah
it's difficult, especially at a time when film-
makers expect composers (and everyone I
imagine) to work for free. There seems to be
a culture in the last few years that people
who want to work in the feature film busi-
ness, such as composers and editors, will
work for free because they want to break
into the business. I began by trawling a few
film sites like Shooting People, Mandy.Com
and Talent Circle and, once I had a job or
two under my belt, worked on further proj-
ects through referrals. I was fortunate to
score a low budget Albanian comedy feature

Continued on page 12
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in my first year out of university, and from
that scored a quite a few Albanian films. It's
challenging because these projects for the
most part have no money and one has to
earn a living at the same time! The upside
was that I steadily built up a network of
contacts. This person knows that person
who wants this done etc. Some of my music
was used in A Cock & Bull Story that way.
A director I'd worked with on three short
films was working for the producers and
provided the editor with a piece I had com-
posed. Working in the UK continues to be a
challenge though, not just for myself. I
know that many of the more established
composers and agencies struggle to find
work. Many of my peers have given up
whilst others have gone abroad, an idea I
toy with too.

TBOF: Are there any programs to help bud-
ding music composers within any of the
many schemes and 
organizations such as the  Media Program?
And if there is not, should there be?

CB: I don't know of any. How do composers
score their first short film, feature film or
documentary if they don't know or see any
of these directors? This business is about
working with whom you know. Having the
talent is a quality that is inherently expect-
ed, regardless. Certain composer organiza-
tions have been very good at organizing
music or legal tutorial type seminars and
networking parties between
musicians/songwriters, but what a film com-
poser really needs is to meet directors and
producers. I have sometimes wondered and

asked outright why the musicians' organiza-
tions don't network with director/producer
organizations. Maybe they do and I haven't
been party to it! Having said that, I was
recently invited to the Brit Docs Festival,
which has organized a director/composer
'speed dating' event and other activities,
which is fantastic. So, hopefully, things are
beginning to change. I would certainly like
to see more of this type thing happen to help
composers.

TBOF: As a music composer wanting to
compose films for filmmakers in the UK, is
there anything that you think needs to be
done to ignite the independent sector in the
UK so that a viable independent music sec-
tor can be established?

CB: I think that many UK filmmakers, par-
ticularly students, fail to truly understand
that film is a business, an industry. I mean,
they understand on some level but I don't
think they 'really' understand. I myself did-
n't fully comprehend it until I went to the
Cannes Festival for the first time. It really is
a market there with hundreds of films trying
to get sales. It's not really enough to make a
'good' film. There are thousands of good
films out there, but one has to have an
understanding of how to sell a project. As a
composer, I started to learn more about the
business side and how I could use my serv-
ices to help productions raise finance. As an
example: what can I bring to the table other
than my profile, skills and experience? I
even co-produced a couple of shorts. I think
this is key for filmmakers. It's very impor-
tant for them to learn how to raise finance in

order to get films made. This has implica-
tions of course for the films that they may
want to make, but I think that seriously
thinking about the finances first is the way
to go. From my experience it's been the last
thing that they consider. I see so many post-
ings expecting cast and crew to work for the
good of the project in the faint hope that it
will make a big splash and that someone
will automatically buy it. Sometimes this
maybe necessary, but it seems to have
become all too prevalent - a 'lottery' think-
ing. They could, instead, aim to raise
finance based on the script, agreements with
known/marketable actors, a fan base, mer-
chandise sales, media attention, pre-sales,
etc before they even consider a crew. The
knock-on effect of doing so is that they
would probably learn much more about the
art of filmmaking because they would then
have partners/creditors/potential audience
to satisfy. I would love to see an
Independent Film flourish and work this
way but maybe I'm naïve. Who knows? I
shall step off my soapbox now.

Born and raised in London, England, Chris
studied jazz, classical and world music inten-
sively whilst performing in and around the UK
capital. He has composed music for the award
winning, BAFTA nominated, A Cock & Bull
Story, amongst other independent movies, par-
ticularly those with foreign themes. He aug-
ments film scoring with composition for docu-
mentary, theatre, concert and commercial
music projects. Chris' most recent work has
been for the London Eye New Year's Eve fire-
works display Observation Wheel and River
Cruise promotional videos
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